GREEN – HOPPERS CROSSING TO BACCHUS MARSH GRAMMAR (Bay 9) 2015

DRIVER: - Angela Lopes
BUS: - 32

ROUTE AM:

7.35  Corner Mossfiel Drive and Branton Road (Stop 1)
7.37  Corner Mossfiel Drive and Symons Avenue (Stop 2)
7.40  Corner Evrah Drive and Crofton Court (Stop 3)
7.42  Corner Evrah Drive and Travis Court (Stop 4)
7.45  Corner Maple Crescent and Coolabah Crescent (Stop 5)
7.48  Corner Kingston Blvd and Germander Court (Stop 6)
7.51  **Corner Kingston Blvd and Redwood Drive** (Stop 7)
7.53  Corner Sycamore Road and Kimble Court (Stop 8)
8.30  Arrive Bacchus Marsh Grammar (Bay 9)

ROUTE PM:

3.20  Depart Bacchus Marsh Grammar (Bay 9)
4.03  Corner Sycamore Road and Kimble Court
**4.05**  **Corner Kingston Blvd and Redwood Drive**
4.08  Corner Kingston Blvd and Germander Court
4.09  Corner Kingston Blvd and Bankview Way
4.10  Corner Maple Crescent and Coolabah Crescent
4.13  Corner Evrah Drive and Travis Court
4.15  Corner Evrah Drive and Crofton Court
4.18  Corner Mossfiel Drive and Symons Avenue
4.20  Corner Mossfiel Drive and Branton Road

- Timetable subject to change

PLEASE NOTE:
Under no circumstances are Primary School students to be dropped at a bus stop that has no one there to collect them. If this does occur please contact the Operations Manager or Assistant General Manager for further instructions.
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